
Dear Ag Industry Associate,

It is hard to believe that we are now fully into the holiday season with Thanksgiving this 
past week and Christmas right around the corner.  In traveling with my family over the 
holiday weekend, I certainly had a chance to reflect on all that I have to be thankful for in 
my life and I am sure you likewise felt that same sense of appreciation celebrating with 
your own families.  One of the things that probably didn’t come to mind I am guessing in 
taking inventory of the many things you are thankful for is the wide variety of contracting 
choices available in the market to manage the risk of forward margins.

We are fortunate to have such a mature, developed market with many different alternatives 
to choose from.  While this is certainly a positive thing, it can be confusing to understand 
how these various contracts work and what differentiates one from another.  In the last few 
Margin Managers, we have featured articles discussing some of the more common 
alternatives used including forward agreements and futures contracts.  In this month’s 
feature, we explore the world of swaps.  While similar in many respects to futures and 
forwards, there are some notable differences that we highlight.  As with any contracting 
alternative, it is important to understand their features and benefits as well as advantages 
and disadvantages of each in order to make more informed decisions on which type of 
contract may work best depending on your particular circumstances.

As always, we update the current margin outlook for the hog, dairy, beef cattle and crop 
industries in our latest installment of Margin Watch.  While markets were relatively muted 
this past month, news of the presidential election results in Argentina has been a major 
point of discussion.  In a surprise victory, opposition candidate Mauricio Marci defeated the 
ruling party candidate Daniel Scioli ending the era of Peronism on a platform pledging 
political reforms.  Among other things, these include the reduction or elimination of export 
tariffs that have crippled the farm sector.  In addition, the EPA finally released the Renew-
able Fuel Standards (RFS) mandates for 2014, 2015 and 2016 which likewise will have an 
impact on future corn prices and the margins for both producers and consumers of this 
commodity.  

Sincerely,

Chip Whalen
Managing Editor

November 2015 Learn more at MarginManager.Com
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Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

Understanding Swap Agreements

Exploring the Margin Approach

 

 For our final installment in the series on contracting agreements, we will turn our attention to the world 
of swaps.  While perhaps not as widely used or well understood as futures and forward agreements, swaps 
are really not much different in many respects and provide agricultural hedgers with another valuable tool in 
their arsenal to manage forward profit margins.  Swap agreements are certainly more common in the financial 
markets where they originated, and are used extensively by many different types of businesses and govern-
ment entities. 
 
 One of the most popular examples in this realm is probably the interest rate swap.  This involves an 
agreement between two parties where a variable rate is exchanged for a fixed rate of interest over a certain 
period of time.  Many businesses borrow money on variable rate notes and in an environment of historically 
low interest rates, have preferred to “swap” this out for a fixed rate over the life of their borrowing term.  This 
obviously gives them greater control and forward visibility on their debt payments over time, which may be a 
priority for their management teams.  

 Another example would be a currency swap which is widely used by importers and exporters who 
either source raw materials or sell finished goods overseas and have input costs paid or revenues received in 
a foreign currency.  Here too, they may wish to “swap” unknown exchange rates in the future for known 
exchange rates today such that their margins are secured and they protect the risk against rising input costs 
or falling revenue value based solely on negative foreign currency translations following an unfavorable move 
in exchange rates.

 In the agricultural markets, swaps have also become more commonplace in providing hedgers 
another vehicle to manage their risks.  While there are different examples of swaps in the ag markets, they 
essentially can be thought of as a hybrid or cross between a forward agreement and a futures contract in that 
they share elements of each.  First, swaps can either be customized to meet the particular needs of the 
contracting parties as to the size of the contract and term of the agreement, or they can be standardized to 
mimic a futures contract with identical exchange specifications.  Many of the swap agreements typically found 
in the agricultural markets are of this latter form where their terms are standardized to be lookalike or copycat 
contracts of exchange equivalency.  The benefit of this approach for the issuing party of the swap agreement 
is that they have an equivalent vehicle by which to hedge their risk against the contracts they commit to with 
counterparties.

 To explore an example of a swap agreement in the agricultural market, let’s consider a contract on 
hogs that is a futures equivalent of the CME Group specifications.  The issuer of the contract might be an 
entity such as financial institution or brokerage firm, with the contracting party being a hog producer exposed 
to the risk of lower prices before the hogs are ready to be marketed to a packer.  For this example, let us 
assume that it is early December and the hog producer wishes to protect their risk on hogs that will be mar-
keted next spring and priced against the June 2016 futures contract with the packer.  As an alternative to 
selling a futures contract on the exchange, or entering into a forward agreement directly with the packer, the 
hog producer elects to use a swap agreement with a financial counterparty.  

 The mechanics of the contract will function very similarly to that of a futures or forward agreement, 
although there are some differences.  Similar to having a pre-established relationship with a packer prior to 
forward contracting or with a brokerage firm prior to trading futures, the hog producer will need to establish a 
formal relationship with the counterparty providing the swap agreement.  This consists of a “master agree-
ment” that spells out the exact terms of contracting between the two parties, and will also involve submission 
of financials to establish creditworthiness as there will be financial obligations between the parties.  Once the 
relationship has been established and formalized, the hog producer can place an offer to execute a swap 
agreement at a certain price, such as $76.00/cwt. for example against the June 2016 futures.
  
 If the reference CME June futures price were to reach this level such that the offer is accepted, the 
hog producer would formally enter into a swap agreement with the issuing counterparty.  While the execution 
of the contract in this sense is very similar to how a forward agreement or futures contract would work with a 
packer or brokerage firm, moving forward with the contract is where they would differ.  With a forward agree-
ment, there would be a physical settlement of the contract whereby the hog producer would be required to 
deliver hogs to the packer upon settlement to fulfill the agreement.  With the swap, there is a financial settle-
ment instead upon termination of the contract, with no requirement on the part of the hog producer to deliver 
physical animals in the cash market.  

 In this respect, the financial settlement of the swap agreement is similar to how a futures contract functions, 
although the settlement procedure may be different.  With a futures contract, there is a daily settlement procedure 
where the contract is “marked-to-market” every day, with any gains or losses from the previous day’s settlement 
paid out or paid in to an account with performance bond requirements that must be maintained as mandated by the 
exchange.  While a swap agreement may also function this way, what is more common is that there is simply a 
single settlement procedure upon termination of the agreement.   What this means is that once the hogs reach a 
target weight and are sold to the packer in the cash market, the hog producer will terminate their swap agreement 
with the counterparty and they will settle up one time based on the terminal value of the June 2016 hog futures on 
that particular day in the future.
 
 This single settlement procedure is therefore very similar to the way a forward agreement would work in the 
cash market.  Either the hog producer will be indebted to the swap issuer if the market goes up between the time 
the contract is executed and once it is finally settled, or the swap issuer will be indebted to the hog producer should 
the market instead move lower during that interim.  To financially settle the agreement upon termination of the 
contract, either the hog producer or the swap issuer will need to pay the other party the difference between where 
the contract was executed at $76.00/cwt., and where the market is actually trading on the day the contract is finally 
closed.  

 This is why financials will be required when initiating a relationship with a swap provider as debt gets built 
up in these agreements unlike the account margining process and daily settlement procedure that regulates futures 
contracting.  Also, because the swap issuer may have to margin the position on behalf of their counterparty over 
the life of the contract, they typically will charge more in execution costs relative to what it would cost to simply 
trade futures.

 A swap contract may be an attractive alternative for an agricultural hedger depending on their specific 
circumstances.  In a situation where the producer may not want to have the supply commitment and physical 
delivery requirement of a forward contract, a futures or swap agreement becomes a viable alternative.  Because 
however contracting with futures can be capital intensive based on how the market moves after a hedge is initiated, 
the swap agreement may prove attractive if it does not include the daily margining requirement that is a feature of 
using futures.  

 As with any contracting alternative, there are advantages and disadvantages associated with each.  There 
is no absolute right or wrong way to protect a particular risk exposure around forward margins, but understanding 
the features of various contracts and considering your particular circumstances, you can make a more informed 
choice on what type of contract may work best for your operation in a given situation.
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 For our final installment in the series on contracting agreements, we will turn our attention to the world 
of swaps.  While perhaps not as widely used or well understood as futures and forward agreements, swaps 
are really not much different in many respects and provide agricultural hedgers with another valuable tool in 
their arsenal to manage forward profit margins.  Swap agreements are certainly more common in the financial 
markets where they originated, and are used extensively by many different types of businesses and govern-
ment entities. 
 
 One of the most popular examples in this realm is probably the interest rate swap.  This involves an 
agreement between two parties where a variable rate is exchanged for a fixed rate of interest over a certain 
period of time.  Many businesses borrow money on variable rate notes and in an environment of historically 
low interest rates, have preferred to “swap” this out for a fixed rate over the life of their borrowing term.  This 
obviously gives them greater control and forward visibility on their debt payments over time, which may be a 
priority for their management teams.  

 Another example would be a currency swap which is widely used by importers and exporters who 
either source raw materials or sell finished goods overseas and have input costs paid or revenues received in 
a foreign currency.  Here too, they may wish to “swap” unknown exchange rates in the future for known 
exchange rates today such that their margins are secured and they protect the risk against rising input costs 
or falling revenue value based solely on negative foreign currency translations following an unfavorable move 
in exchange rates.

 In the agricultural markets, swaps have also become more commonplace in providing hedgers 
another vehicle to manage their risks.  While there are different examples of swaps in the ag markets, they 
essentially can be thought of as a hybrid or cross between a forward agreement and a futures contract in that 
they share elements of each.  First, swaps can either be customized to meet the particular needs of the 
contracting parties as to the size of the contract and term of the agreement, or they can be standardized to 
mimic a futures contract with identical exchange specifications.  Many of the swap agreements typically found 
in the agricultural markets are of this latter form where their terms are standardized to be lookalike or copycat 
contracts of exchange equivalency.  The benefit of this approach for the issuing party of the swap agreement 
is that they have an equivalent vehicle by which to hedge their risk against the contracts they commit to with 
counterparties.

 To explore an example of a swap agreement in the agricultural market, let’s consider a contract on 
hogs that is a futures equivalent of the CME Group specifications.  The issuer of the contract might be an 
entity such as financial institution or brokerage firm, with the contracting party being a hog producer exposed 
to the risk of lower prices before the hogs are ready to be marketed to a packer.  For this example, let us 
assume that it is early December and the hog producer wishes to protect their risk on hogs that will be mar-
keted next spring and priced against the June 2016 futures contract with the packer.  As an alternative to 
selling a futures contract on the exchange, or entering into a forward agreement directly with the packer, the 
hog producer elects to use a swap agreement with a financial counterparty.  

 The mechanics of the contract will function very similarly to that of a futures or forward agreement, 
although there are some differences.  Similar to having a pre-established relationship with a packer prior to 
forward contracting or with a brokerage firm prior to trading futures, the hog producer will need to establish a 
formal relationship with the counterparty providing the swap agreement.  This consists of a “master agree-
ment” that spells out the exact terms of contracting between the two parties, and will also involve submission 
of financials to establish creditworthiness as there will be financial obligations between the parties.  Once the 
relationship has been established and formalized, the hog producer can place an offer to execute a swap 
agreement at a certain price, such as $76.00/cwt. for example against the June 2016 futures.
  
 If the reference CME June futures price were to reach this level such that the offer is accepted, the 
hog producer would formally enter into a swap agreement with the issuing counterparty.  While the execution 
of the contract in this sense is very similar to how a forward agreement or futures contract would work with a 
packer or brokerage firm, moving forward with the contract is where they would differ.  With a forward agree-
ment, there would be a physical settlement of the contract whereby the hog producer would be required to 
deliver hogs to the packer upon settlement to fulfill the agreement.  With the swap, there is a financial settle-
ment instead upon termination of the contract, with no requirement on the part of the hog producer to deliver 
physical animals in the cash market.  

 In this respect, the financial settlement of the swap agreement is similar to how a futures contract functions, 
although the settlement procedure may be different.  With a futures contract, there is a daily settlement procedure 
where the contract is “marked-to-market” every day, with any gains or losses from the previous day’s settlement 
paid out or paid in to an account with performance bond requirements that must be maintained as mandated by the 
exchange.  While a swap agreement may also function this way, what is more common is that there is simply a 
single settlement procedure upon termination of the agreement.   What this means is that once the hogs reach a 
target weight and are sold to the packer in the cash market, the hog producer will terminate their swap agreement 
with the counterparty and they will settle up one time based on the terminal value of the June 2016 hog futures on 
that particular day in the future.
 
 This single settlement procedure is therefore very similar to the way a forward agreement would work in the 
cash market.  Either the hog producer will be indebted to the swap issuer if the market goes up between the time 
the contract is executed and once it is finally settled, or the swap issuer will be indebted to the hog producer should 
the market instead move lower during that interim.  To financially settle the agreement upon termination of the 
contract, either the hog producer or the swap issuer will need to pay the other party the difference between where 
the contract was executed at $76.00/cwt., and where the market is actually trading on the day the contract is finally 
closed.  

 This is why financials will be required when initiating a relationship with a swap provider as debt gets built 
up in these agreements unlike the account margining process and daily settlement procedure that regulates futures 
contracting.  Also, because the swap issuer may have to margin the position on behalf of their counterparty over 
the life of the contract, they typically will charge more in execution costs relative to what it would cost to simply 
trade futures.

 A swap contract may be an attractive alternative for an agricultural hedger depending on their specific 
circumstances.  In a situation where the producer may not want to have the supply commitment and physical 
delivery requirement of a forward contract, a futures or swap agreement becomes a viable alternative.  Because 
however contracting with futures can be capital intensive based on how the market moves after a hedge is initiated, 
the swap agreement may prove attractive if it does not include the daily margining requirement that is a feature of 
using futures.  

 As with any contracting alternative, there are advantages and disadvantages associated with each.  There 
is no absolute right or wrong way to protect a particular risk exposure around forward margins, but understanding 
the features of various contracts and considering your particular circumstances, you can make a more informed 
choice on what type of contract may work best for your operation in a given situation.
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 For our final installment in the series on contracting agreements, we will turn our attention to the world 
of swaps.  While perhaps not as widely used or well understood as futures and forward agreements, swaps 
are really not much different in many respects and provide agricultural hedgers with another valuable tool in 
their arsenal to manage forward profit margins.  Swap agreements are certainly more common in the financial 
markets where they originated, and are used extensively by many different types of businesses and govern-
ment entities. 
 
 One of the most popular examples in this realm is probably the interest rate swap.  This involves an 
agreement between two parties where a variable rate is exchanged for a fixed rate of interest over a certain 
period of time.  Many businesses borrow money on variable rate notes and in an environment of historically 
low interest rates, have preferred to “swap” this out for a fixed rate over the life of their borrowing term.  This 
obviously gives them greater control and forward visibility on their debt payments over time, which may be a 
priority for their management teams.  

 Another example would be a currency swap which is widely used by importers and exporters who 
either source raw materials or sell finished goods overseas and have input costs paid or revenues received in 
a foreign currency.  Here too, they may wish to “swap” unknown exchange rates in the future for known 
exchange rates today such that their margins are secured and they protect the risk against rising input costs 
or falling revenue value based solely on negative foreign currency translations following an unfavorable move 
in exchange rates.

 In the agricultural markets, swaps have also become more commonplace in providing hedgers 
another vehicle to manage their risks.  While there are different examples of swaps in the ag markets, they 
essentially can be thought of as a hybrid or cross between a forward agreement and a futures contract in that 
they share elements of each.  First, swaps can either be customized to meet the particular needs of the 
contracting parties as to the size of the contract and term of the agreement, or they can be standardized to 
mimic a futures contract with identical exchange specifications.  Many of the swap agreements typically found 
in the agricultural markets are of this latter form where their terms are standardized to be lookalike or copycat 
contracts of exchange equivalency.  The benefit of this approach for the issuing party of the swap agreement 
is that they have an equivalent vehicle by which to hedge their risk against the contracts they commit to with 
counterparties.

 To explore an example of a swap agreement in the agricultural market, let’s consider a contract on 
hogs that is a futures equivalent of the CME Group specifications.  The issuer of the contract might be an 
entity such as financial institution or brokerage firm, with the contracting party being a hog producer exposed 
to the risk of lower prices before the hogs are ready to be marketed to a packer.  For this example, let us 
assume that it is early December and the hog producer wishes to protect their risk on hogs that will be mar-
keted next spring and priced against the June 2016 futures contract with the packer.  As an alternative to 
selling a futures contract on the exchange, or entering into a forward agreement directly with the packer, the 
hog producer elects to use a swap agreement with a financial counterparty.  

 The mechanics of the contract will function very similarly to that of a futures or forward agreement, 
although there are some differences.  Similar to having a pre-established relationship with a packer prior to 
forward contracting or with a brokerage firm prior to trading futures, the hog producer will need to establish a 
formal relationship with the counterparty providing the swap agreement.  This consists of a “master agree-
ment” that spells out the exact terms of contracting between the two parties, and will also involve submission 
of financials to establish creditworthiness as there will be financial obligations between the parties.  Once the 
relationship has been established and formalized, the hog producer can place an offer to execute a swap 
agreement at a certain price, such as $76.00/cwt. for example against the June 2016 futures.
  
 If the reference CME June futures price were to reach this level such that the offer is accepted, the 
hog producer would formally enter into a swap agreement with the issuing counterparty.  While the execution 
of the contract in this sense is very similar to how a forward agreement or futures contract would work with a 
packer or brokerage firm, moving forward with the contract is where they would differ.  With a forward agree-
ment, there would be a physical settlement of the contract whereby the hog producer would be required to 
deliver hogs to the packer upon settlement to fulfill the agreement.  With the swap, there is a financial settle-
ment instead upon termination of the contract, with no requirement on the part of the hog producer to deliver 
physical animals in the cash market.  

 In this respect, the financial settlement of the swap agreement is similar to how a futures contract functions, 
although the settlement procedure may be different.  With a futures contract, there is a daily settlement procedure 
where the contract is “marked-to-market” every day, with any gains or losses from the previous day’s settlement 
paid out or paid in to an account with performance bond requirements that must be maintained as mandated by the 
exchange.  While a swap agreement may also function this way, what is more common is that there is simply a 
single settlement procedure upon termination of the agreement.   What this means is that once the hogs reach a 
target weight and are sold to the packer in the cash market, the hog producer will terminate their swap agreement 
with the counterparty and they will settle up one time based on the terminal value of the June 2016 hog futures on 
that particular day in the future.
 
 This single settlement procedure is therefore very similar to the way a forward agreement would work in the 
cash market.  Either the hog producer will be indebted to the swap issuer if the market goes up between the time 
the contract is executed and once it is finally settled, or the swap issuer will be indebted to the hog producer should 
the market instead move lower during that interim.  To financially settle the agreement upon termination of the 
contract, either the hog producer or the swap issuer will need to pay the other party the difference between where 
the contract was executed at $76.00/cwt., and where the market is actually trading on the day the contract is finally 
closed.  

 This is why financials will be required when initiating a relationship with a swap provider as debt gets built 
up in these agreements unlike the account margining process and daily settlement procedure that regulates futures 
contracting.  Also, because the swap issuer may have to margin the position on behalf of their counterparty over 
the life of the contract, they typically will charge more in execution costs relative to what it would cost to simply 
trade futures.

 A swap contract may be an attractive alternative for an agricultural hedger depending on their specific 
circumstances.  In a situation where the producer may not want to have the supply commitment and physical 
delivery requirement of a forward contract, a futures or swap agreement becomes a viable alternative.  Because 
however contracting with futures can be capital intensive based on how the market moves after a hedge is initiated, 
the swap agreement may prove attractive if it does not include the daily margining requirement that is a feature of 
using futures.  

 As with any contracting alternative, there are advantages and disadvantages associated with each.  There 
is no absolute right or wrong way to protect a particular risk exposure around forward margins, but understanding 
the features of various contracts and considering your particular circumstances, you can make a more informed 
choice on what type of contract may work best for your operation in a given situation.
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Hog Margin Watch: November
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Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Testimonials are not indicative of future success.

Trading futures and options carry the risk of loss. All dates subject to change. Please check 
cihedging.com/education for more information and the latest additions to the schedule. 

Hog Margin Management 
March 2-3, Chicago

*** HIGH DEMAND! ***
The December seminar filled up quickly - 

with over 30 industry professionals attending.

To assure your seat, register now. 
(866) 299-9333

“We’re really impressed with the amount of service 
and information that CIH provides as far as data – 

history, charts, graphs. For my character, I just 
love that.” 

– Bob Dykhuis
President, Dykhuis Farms 

Register Now: 
(866) 299-9333
www.cihedging.com/education
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Beef Margin Watch: November
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Crop Margin Management
Chicago, Illinois

January 13-14, 2015
(866) 299-9333

Dairy Margin Management 
Chicago, Illinois

February 24-25, 2015
(866) 299-9333

Upcoming Margin Seminars

EARN 
16 CPE

CREDITS!
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Corn Margin Watch: November
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Soybeans Margin Watch: November
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